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6th Grade 
Non-Traditional Instructional Days Assignments Week 3 

 

● Please email/scan packet back 

hope.flowers@boone.kyschools.us 

Or Fax: 859.282.2364 

 

● Staples will scan and email your packet back to the school 

  

mailto:hope.flowers@boone.kyschools.us
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MATH: NTI Week 3 March 29th - April 3rd 

 

WEEKLY 3/30 to 4/2 

Study Guide and Intervention - “Variables and Expressions.”  The top part of this sheet gives you 

examples of the different types of problems given.  Please read the examples BEFORE and DURING your 

work on this sheet.  On a separate sheet of paper, evaluate (solve) each problem.  For each problem:  a)  

write the problem; b) show substitution; c) show all steps using Order of Operations.  This sheet will be 

graded.  Submit this to the google classroom by Thursday 

 

Ideal day of the week Work to be completed 

Monday 30th Lesson 1 Reteach Worksheet 

Tuesday 31th Lesson 2 Reteach Worksheet 

Wednesday 1st Lesson 6 Reteach #1-4 

Thursday 2nd Lesson 6 Reteach #5-8 

 

Image of Weekly Study Guide and Intervention - “Variables and 

Expressions.”  due on Google Classroom 

 

Workbook pages due on Google Classroom 

 

Friday 3rd Fluency 26.  This fluency is for practice.  Please set a timer for 5½ 

minutes.  Circle the problems you did not complete. We then want 

you to finish the problems.  An answer sheet is included on Google 

Classroom. Or, you may check with a calculator.  Push yourself!  You 

should be answering all questions in the 5½-minute time frame.  If 

you have questions, please do not hesitate to email your math 

teacher. 

 

Complete quiz. You may use a calculator. Please try your hardest and 

make sure your answers are your work and only your work. 

 

 

Weekly 

(see attached worksheets)  
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Area Quiz with Complex Shapes 

Find the area of the triangle and quadrilaterals below. Label your answer using the word 
units if none are given. Also, use the correct power. Show your work, beginning with what 

formula you use. 
 

1.  
 
 
 

2.  
 
 
 

3.  
 

Find the area of the following complex figures. Show your work. 
 

4.  
 
 
 

5.  
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ELA 6th Grade NTI Week 3: March 30 -April 3 
RI 6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

RI.6.8 Identify and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from unsupported claims. 
C6.6 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, ss assess the credibility of each source. 

NTI Day/Date Learning Target Assignment 

Monday, 3/30  
I will be able to 
read a text and 

take relevant notes 
on burrowing owls. 

 

Technology: 
1) Answer the journal entry in your ELA journal on  google classroom. 

2) Complete the vocabulary activity in your ELA journal. 
3) Watch this video on burrowing owls. 

4) Read “Burrowing Owls” article on google classroom. 
5) Complete the 321 Nonfiction notes.  

Paper Packet:  
1) Answer the journal entry on a sheet of notebook paper: 

2) Complete the vocabulary activity on the same piece of notebook paper. 
3) Read the owl graphics and facts in your packet. 

4) Read “Burrowing Owls” article 
5) Complete the 321 Nonfiction notes. 

Tuesday, 3/31 I will be able to 
compose an 

objective summary 
using facts from 

the article on 
burrowing owls. 

Technology: 
1) “Burrowing Owls” cloze vocabulary activity on google classroom 

2) Unit 4A Week 2 vocab quizizz on google classroom 
3) Record yourself reading the article on flipgrid (see google classroom). 

4) Write an objective summary of the article in your ELA journal. 
Paper Packet: 

1) “Burrowing Owls” CLOZE vocabulary activity. 
2) Unit 4A Week 2 Vocabulary 

3) Read “Burrowing Owls” Article out loud (to a parent sibling, pet, or yourself!)  
4) Write an objective summary of the “Burrowing Owls” article on notebook paper. 

Wednes 
day, 4/1 

I will be able to 
improve my 

reading fluency 
and 

comprehension 
through using 

online platforms. 

Technology: 
1) Log into Reading Plus, Lexia Core 5, or Lexia PowerUp (whichever you normally use). 

2) Reading Plus: Get 2 combos today! Core 5/PowerUp: Complete 4 units today! . 
3) Answer the question in your ELA journal AFTER Reading Plus, Lexia Core 5, or Lexia PowerUp 

Paper Packet: 
1) Read a book, magazine, etc for 40 minutes. 

2) Answer the journal prompt on notebook paper. 

Thursday, 4/2 I will be able to 
determine the 

credibility of the 
source “The Little 

Owls that Live 
Underground” by 

using the CRAP 
test. 

Technology: 
1) Answer the journal prompt in your ELA journal on google classroom. 

2) Watch the Hoot Trailer 
3) Read and annotate the article “The Little Owls that live Underground” 

4) Complete the crap test assignment for the article on google classroom. 
Paper Packet: 

1) Answer the journal prompt on notebook paper. 
2) Read the Hoot Descriptions 

3) Read and annotate the article “The Little Owls that live Underground” 
4) Complete the crap test worksheet. 

Friday, 4/3 I will be able to 
demonstrate 
knowledge of 

vocabulary words. 

Technology:  
1) Log in to Google Classroom and complete the Vocabulary Quiz. 

2) Use any remaining time to catch up on your ELA work. 
Paper Packet:  

1) Complete the Vocabulary Quiz 
2) Use any remaining time to catch up on your ELA work. 

Answer all questions and respond to all journal prompts on a separate piece of paper and attach it when you turn in. 
 

  

https://safeshare.tv/x/3vLyylJOy2Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ys-p0ZhcXNg
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for Monday 

Journal: What animal do you think best represents your personality?  Why? Answer in at least 5 sentences. 
Vocabulary Activity: Choose at least 5 of the vocabulary words and write a short story (1 paragraph). 

Words: burrowing, mammal, dung, vacant, predators, genders, beetle, manure, amphibians, prey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Cool Facts (from the San Diego Zoo) 

●  This small bird, found in North and South America, is different from most other owls. While other owls are active only at night, a 

burrowing owl hunts during the day as well as at night. Instead of nesting in a hollow high up in a tree, it nests in an underground burrow. 

But it doesn't dig the hole itself! 

●  Burrowing owls live in wide, flat habitat like grasslands and even fields near cities. When parking lots, shopping centers, and big blocks of 

houses are built, they may lose their homes and hunting grounds. Pesticides hurt these birds, too, because they eat insects. 

●  San Diego Zoo Global gives a hoot about these birds. We have a group of scientists working on understanding what burrowing owls need 

in their habitat. We will be able to use this information to help protect habitat for these tiny predators. 

●  Burrowing owls have an especially high tolerance for carbon dioxide, higher than most than other birds; this is an adaptation for spending 

long periods underground, where the gas can accumulate to higher levels. 

●  Before laying eggs, these clever birds scatter animal dung all about the entrance to their subterranean lairs. Essentially, the owl version of 

delivery food; troops of dung beetles and other insects come marching, which the owls then catch and eat. 

●  When they move into an abandoned burrow, these little owls do some "decorating." They gather grass, feathers, and even chunks of 

animal dung and line their underground home with it. They also leave some just outside the entrance. Biologists think the items might 

help keep the inside of the tunnel at just the right temperature. The dung outside would attract insects that the owls can eat. 

●  A female burrowing owl lays about 3 to 12 eggs in her burrow. She sits on the eggs for about 1 month until they hatch. Her mate stands 

guard outside the burrow and brings her food. The young chicks stay in the burrow for about 2 weeks before they start stepping outside. 

Their parents bring them insects to eat and practice pouncing on. When they are about 6 weeks old, the little owlets begin to fly and hunt 

their own meals 
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Burrowing Owls and Where they Live 

What has two long legs, two wings, and lives underground? If you guessed the burrowing owl, you're right! This small mammal is 
about as tall as an iPad but weighs much less, only about as much as a baseball. 

Burrowing owls get their name from doing just that: burrowing, or digging, a hole in the ground to build their nest and raise young. 
Most of the time they use homes already dug by small animals, such as prairie dogs, ground squirrels, or tortoises. 

You might see a burrowing owl when visiting the desert, prairie lands, farmland, or even near golf courses, airports, and vacant lots in 
the city. These owls like wide-open, treeless areas with ground bushes and grass to hide from predators. 

 

What Burrowing Owls Look Like 

So how do you spot a burrowing owl? One difference from other owls is their long legs. Also, most male owls are bigger than the 
female, but both genders of burrowing owls are about the same size. Burrowing owls are brown with white spots on their backs and 
white bars along their fronts. You might think they have one long, white eyebrow above their bright yellow eyes, but it is really a line 

of white feathers. These owls also have a short tail and a flattened head shape. 

Hunting and Eating 

Have you ever been called a night owl? This means you like to stay up late like most owls, which are active at night but sleep during 
the day. Not the burrowing owl, though! This bird is active during the day and night, hunting for food mostly in the early morning and 

evening, like your breakfast and dinner times. 

Burrowing owls eat mostly insects, especially the dung beetle. In fact, burrowing owls line their nests with dung, or manure, from 
animals like cows. This may sound strange, but it's actually very smart because dung attracts the dung beetle, making it easy for the 

burrowing owl to catch its favorite meal! 

Along with insects, burrowing owls sometimes eat small mammals like moles and mice, scorpions, birds, amphibians, and reptiles. The 
burrowing owl hunts by walking, hopping, or running along the ground and uses its feet to catch food. It could also fly from a perch to 

grab its next meal. Burrowing owls also have excellent hearing and vision, which helps them catch prey. 
3, 2, 1 Nonfiction Notes! 

Three Facts I Learned While I was Reading... 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Two Questions I Have... 

1. 

2. 

One thing I thought was the most interesting... 

1. 
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for Tuesday 
Objective Summary: Write an objective summary using facts from the article on burrowing owls. (REMEMBER 3 part topic sentence, 

1-2 sentences about each main point, and no subjective language). 

 

CLOZE Activity: Write the correct word in the blanks. Use the Word Bank for reference. 

Word Bank: amphibians, beetle, burrowing, genders, mammal(s), manure, predators, prey, vacant 
 

_________________ Owls and Where They Live 

What has two long legs, two wings, and lives underground? If you guessed the _________________ owl, you're 

right! This small _________________ is about as tall as an iPad but weighs much less, only about as much as a baseball. 

_________________ owls get their name from doing just that: _________________, or digging, a hole in the ground to 

build their nest and raise young. Most of the time they use homes already dug by small animals, such as 

_________________ dogs,ground squirrels, or tortoises. You might see a _________________ owl when visiting the 

desert, prairie lands, farmland, or even near golf courses, airports, and _________________ lots in the city. These owls 

like wide-open, treeless areas with ground bushes and grass to hide from _________________. 

 

What _________________ Owls Look Like 

So how do you spot a _________________ owl? One difference from other owls is their long legs. Also, most 

male owls are bigger than the female,but both _________________ of _________________ owls are about the same 

size. _________________ owls are brown with white spots on their backs and white bars along their fronts. You might 

think they have one long, white eyebrow above their bright yellow eyes, but it is really a line of white feathers. These owls 

also have a short tail and a flattened head shape. 

 

Hunting and Eating 

Have you ever been called a night owl? This means you like to stay up late like most owls, which are active at 

night but sleep during the day. Not the _________________ owl, though! This bird is active during the day and night, 

hunting for food mostly in the early morning and evening,like your breakfast and dinner times. _________________ owls 

eat mostly insects, especially the dung _________________. In fact, _________________ owls line their nests with dung, 

or _______________, from animals like cows. This may sound strange, but it's actually very smart because dung attracts 

the dung _________________, making it easy for the _________________ owl to catch its favorite meal! Along with 

insects, _________________ owls sometimes eat small _________________s like moles and mice, scorpions, birds, 

_________________, and reptiles. The _________________ owl hunts by walking, hopping, or running along the ground 

and uses its feet to catch food. It could also fly from a perch to grab its next meal. _________________ owls also have 

excellent hearing and vision, which helps them catch ___________. 
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 Vocabulary Word Definition 

1 burrowing digging an underground tunnel 

2 mammal milk-producing animal 

3 dung the excrement of animals; what animals expel from the 
body. 

4 vacant empty 

5 predators Animals who hunt and kill others 

6 genders males or females 

7 beetle hard-shelled insect 

8 manure poop/fertilizer 

9 amphibians frogs, toads, etc. 

10 prey hunted animal 

 

 

 
 

for Wednesday 
 

Questions: 
1. What time did you begin?  
2. What time did you stop? 

3. (Reading Plus only) List your scores for your Reading quizzes: 
4. (No internet only) What is the title of your text? Who is the author? 

Journal Entry: What is one thing you read or learned 
about today? Answer in a complete sentence using at 

least 10 words. 
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for Thursday 
 

Journal Entry: In the novel, Hoot by Carl Hiaasen, a middle schooler named Roy proves that one person can stand up to 
a powerful group for the sake of animal rights. In real life, do you believe it is possible for one person to make a 

difference in the world? Explain why or why not. 

 

Hoot by Carl Hiaasen 
Roy Eberhardt is new to his small Florida community of Coconut Cove. 

Unfortunately, Roy's first acquaintance in Florida is Dana Matherson, a 

well-known bully. Then again, if Dana hadn't been sinking his thumbs 

into Roy's temples and mashing his face against the school-bus window, 

Roy might never have spotted the running boy. And the running boy is 

intriguing: he was running away from the school bus, carried no books, 

and — here's the odd part — wore no shoes. 

 

Sensing a mystery, Roy sets himself on the boy's trail. The chase 

introduces him to potty-trained alligators, a fake-fart champion, some 

burrowing owls, a renegade eco-avenger, and several extremely 

poisonous snakes with unnaturally sparkling tails. 

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

The Little Owls That Live Underground 
By John Moir, Smithsonian.com (condensed version)  | May 13, 2010 

 

Biologist Jack Barclay began his career working with the Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology on a program to reintroduce the 
peregrine falcon to the eastern United States, from which the bird had disappeared. The reintroduction effort, which 

released captive-bred peregrines into the wild, was so successful that the program concluded its work in the mid 1980s. 

 

Barclay eventually moved to California and joined an environmental consulting group. In 1989, he began monitoring birds at 
the San Jose International Airport, where a burrowing owl colony had set up housekeeping near the tarmac. The owls 

fascinated him. He has devoted the past 20 years to working on burrowing owl conservation. 

 

“I’ve always been interested in birds of prey,” he said. “Burrowing owls represent a conservation challenge. It generates a 
lot of interest.” 

 
Burrowing owls are playful, nine-inch tall birds with lemon-colored eyes. They are the only North American bird of prey that 

nests only underground. Although they are called “burrowing” owls, the birds let other animals do the digging; they then 
show up as uninvited guests and move-in to the burrow. Fields near airport runways offer good burrowing owl habitat. The 

low-cut grass dotted with ground squirrel tunnels copies the owl’snative range lands that were kept short by grazing 
animals or prairie dogs. 

 
In recent decades, the once numerous burrowing owl has declined in vast areas of the Great Plains and Canada. 

 
The burrowing owl is now listed as endangered in Canada, threatened in Mexico, and a national bird of conservation 

concern in the United States. In addition, nine states and four Canadian provinces identify the owl as endangered, 
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threatened or a species of special concern. A subspecies that lives only in Florida has some protections. California declared 
the burrowing owl a species of special concern in 1978. But since then, the bird has nearly disappeared from many regions.  

 

Conservationists have argued for years that the bird needs additional regulatory protection. Ironically, burrowing owls adapt 
well to living with humans. The owl’s supporters believe that with proper conservation measures, burrowing owls and 

people can readily live side by side. 
 

Part of the problem is that the owl’s preferred habitat—very short grass with burrowing mammals—is exactly the kind of 
land that is often used for development. When developers plow or mow weeds to reduce the fire hazard in areas they plan 

to build on, they can accidentally attract burrowing owls and later cause battles with conservationists. 
 

Under the complicated regulations that surround the owl, unless a nest is active, a developer can relocate or kick the birds 
out.  A biologist who studied this  mounted  a  campaign  to  bring  attention  to  the  owls’  plight,  which generated 

extensive media coverage in central California, and is continuing to lobby for stronger regulations for the bird 
 

This situation illustrates the classic case of what so frequently happens with  burrowing  owls  when  an  area  is  developed. 
“Other species  usually  vacate  earlier,  but  the  burrowing  owl  often  stays  until  the bulldozers arrive,” Barclay says. 

 

Barclay also pointed out, “Burrowing owl management is not always difficult. The owl has modest needs that can be met in 
a lot of places.” 

 

Author and biologist Thomas Roberts, who has studied burrowing owls, notes that with effective management the bird can 
thrive in urban settings, especially in abandoned landfills, at airports and at the margins of golf courses and athletic  fields. 

The great irony, Roberts said, is that the bird’s ability to coexist with people put it squarely in the path of suburban 
expansion. 

 

A report released in March by Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar showed that a third of the nation’s 800 bird species   are 
endangered, threatened or in significant decline. Like the burrowing owl, many of these species are at risk because of 

habitat loss.   
 

“Burrowing owl management is not inherently difficult,” Barclay says. “The owl has rather modest requirements that can be 
met in a variety of settings, usually without vast acreages. Like the burrowing owl, many of these species are at risk because 
of habitat loss. Protecting the bird’s habitat is the type of effort that Barclay thinks is needed. “Without a commitment, we 
will likely continue to monitor the owl’s decline and disappearance,” he said. “This is a bird we should be able to help, even 

in the face of development. The challenge is not whether it can be done, but rather to figure out how to do it. 
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C.R.A.P Checklist: Write notes after each question in the middle section and circle the yes/no questions.  
(Hint: The more “Yes” answers you get, the better your source!) 

Currency 

How old is the 

information? 

Is it a science or technology based document? Does it cover current events? If so, it 

needs to be very current. If it is a humanities or historical document, these documents 

can be decades old and still relevant. 

 

When was this site last updated?  What date can you find? 

 

 

Is it current enough? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

Reliability 

Is this 

information 

accurate? What 

is the origin of 

the information? 

 

Who is sponsoring this publication? 

 

 

Does the information come from a school or government organization? (.edu, .gov 

and sometimes .org—non-profit) 

 

Why do you trust this source? Why, or why not? 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

No 

 

 

Authority 

Who is behind 

the information? 

Is there a specific author listed? 

 

What knowledge or skill does this author have in the topic area? 

 

 

Is the author’s email address, contact information, included? 

 

Is the information from a known and trusted organization? 

 

Is there a bibliography given citing the website sources used? Do links go to other 

reliable information? 

Yes 

 

 

 

 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

 

Yes 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

No 

 

No 

Purpose 

What is the 

motive of the 

site? 

Does the website seek to inform you and present various sides of an argument or 

issue? 

 

Does the information use neutral language? Is it free of bias (clearly one-sided 

opinion), and not trying to sell you something?   

 

Yes 

 

 

Yes 

No 

 

 

No 
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for Friday 

Complete the vocab quiz and use any remaining time to catch up on ELA assignments. 

 

Unit 4A Vocabulary Test 

1.  Digging an underground tunnel 

a) Climbing 
b) Burrowing 

c) Preying 
d) Undermining 

e) Building 
 

2. The excrement of animals; what animals 

expel from the body. 

a) Vomit 
b) Grass 
c) Soil 

d) Dung 
e) Cleanliness 

 
3. Milk-producing animal 

a) Mammal 
b) Amphibian 

c) Reptile 
d) Arachnid 
e) Carnivore 

4. Empty 

a) Venture 
b) Vicarious 
c) Vacant 

d) Brimming 
e) Prairie 

 

5. Animals who hunt & kill 

a) Prey 
b) Hungry 
c) Victim 

d) Predator 
e) Herbivore 

 

6. Males or females 

a) Masculine 
b) Inhumane 
c) Genders 
d) Humane 
e) Feminine 

 

7. Hard shelled insect 

a) Beetle 
b) Dung 
c) Spider 

d) Ant 
e) Egg 

 

8. Fertilizer 

a) Mud 
b) Dirt 

c) Grass 
d) Farm 

e) Manure 
 

9. Frogs, toads 

a) Carnivores 
b) Amphibians 

c) Reptiles 
d) Arachnids 
e) Mammals 

 

10. Hunted animal 

a) Carnivore 
b) Predator 

c) Prey 
d) Amphibian 
e) Mammal 
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NTI Week 3: Social Studies 
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Chapter 3, Lesson 3.2 Put answers on Pages 88 and 89 
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